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!BSTRACT
3HIFTING CULTIVATION IS A PREDOMINANT LAND USE ACROSS THE TROPICS FEEDING HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF
MARGINALISED PEOPLE CAUSING SIGNIFICANT DEFORESTATION AND ENCOMPASSING A COMBINED AREA OF LAND
TENFOLD GREATER THAN THAT USED FOR OIL PALM AND RUBBER ! KEY QUESTION IS WHETHER CARBONBASED
PAYMENT FOR ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 0%3	 SCHEMES CAN COSTEFFECTIVELY BRING NOVEL RESTORATION AND
CARBONSENSITIVE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES TO SHIFTING AGRICULTURE 5SING ECONOMIC MODELS THAT
UNIQUELY CONSIDER THE SUBSTANTIAL AREA OF FALLOW LAND NEEDED TO SUPPORT A SINGLE CULTIVATED PLOT WE
CALCULATED THE BREAKEVEN CARBON PRICES REQUIRED FOR 0%3 TO MATCH THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF
INTERVENTION IN SHIFTING AGRICULTURE 7E DO SO IN THE .ORTHEAST )NDIAN BIODIVERSITY HOTSPOT WHERE
 OF LAND IS MANAGED UNDER SHIFTING AGRICULTURE 7E FOUND NET REVENUES OF 53n
 PER  HA WHEN FALLOW AREA IS INCLUDED WHICH ARE AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE LOWER THAN
PREVIOUS ESTIMATES !BANDONING SHIFTING AGRICULTURE ENTIRELY IS HIGHLY FEASIBLE WITH BREAKEVEN
PRICES AS LOW AS 53 T− #/ BUT MAY CONFLICT WITH FOOD SECURITY 4HE OLDEST FALLOW PLOTS COULD
BE FULLY RESTORED FOR 53 T− #/ AND THE EXPANSION OF SHIFTING AGRICULTURE INTO PRIMARY FOREST
HALTED FOR 53 T− #/ WHEREAS ABANDONING SHORTFALLOW SYSTEMS WOULD COST 53 T−
#/ ! PRECAUTIONARY REANALYSIS ACCOUNTING FOR EXTREME ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY AND LEAKAGE COSTS
SUGGESTS THAT ALL INTERVENTIONS EXCLUDING ABANDONING SHORTFALLOW SYSTEMS REMAIN ECONOMICALLY
VIABLE WITH PRICES LESS THAN 53 T− #/ %VEN WITH POORLY FORMED VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKETS
SHIFTING AGRICULTURE REPRESENTS A CRITICAL OPPORTUNITY FOR LOWCOST FOREST RESTORATION WHILST
DIVERSIFYING INCOME STREAMS OF MARGINALISED COMMUNITIES ACROSS A VAST AREA
 )NTRODUCTION
3HIFTING CULTIVATION DATES AS FAR BACK AS  "#
4HRUPP ET AL 	 AND REMAINS THE PREDOMIN
ANT AGRICULTURAL LANDUSE IN MANY TROPICAL REGIONS
INCLUDING MUCH OF #ENTRAL AND 3OUTH !MERICA 3UB
3AHARAN !FRICA AND KEY AREAS OF CONSERVATION INTEREST
IN !SIA AND !USTRALASIA NOTABLY "ANGLADESH ,AOS AND
0APUA .EW 'UINEA 3CHMIDT6OGT ET AL  VAN
6LIET ET AL  (EINIMANN ET AL 	 %STIMATIONS
PREDICT AT LEAST  -HA IS CURRENTLY UNDER THE SHIFT
ING CULTIVATION MOSAIC 3ILVA ET AL  (EINIMANN
ET AL 	 MORE THAN TENFOLD GREATER THAN THE COM
BINED AREA CURRENTLY USED FOR OIL PALM AND RUBBER
CULTIVATION 0IRKER ET AL  #HIARELLI ET AL 	
4HIS MOSAIC LANDSCAPE IS CHARACTERISED BY A CYCLE
WITH A CLEARED AREA CULTIVATED FOR A SHORT PERIOD OF
TIME  YEARS	 AND LARGER AREAS THEN LEFT FALLOW TO
RECOVER SECONDARY GROWTH OF VARIOUS AGES FOR A PRO
LONGED PERIOD UP TO  YEARS	 4HUS WHILE NUMEROUS
PATCHES RECOVER DURING THE FALLOW PERIOD THE ROTATION
CYCLE CONTINUES WITH A PLOT ALWAYS UNDER CULTIVATION
#ONKLIN 	 4HE SHEER SCALE OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION
MEANS THAT VAST STOCKS OF CARBON ARE RELEASED ANNU
ALLY DURING THE CLEARING AND COMBUSTION OF SECOND
ARY GROWTH 4OTAL EMISSIONS ARE ESTIMATED AT BETWEEN
 AND  'T #/ YR− WITH AN UNCERTAIN PRO
PORTION OF THIS RETURNED TO SOIL AND BIOMASS AS FALLOW
REGROWTH 3EILER AND #RUTZEN  3ILVA ET AL 	
'LOBAL ECONOMIC AND INFRASTRUCTURAL TRENDS ARE
FACILITATING TRANSITIONS FROM SUBSISTENCE SHIFTING
CULTIVATION TO MORE PROFITABLE PERMANENT CROPS OR
PLANTATIONS AS COMMUNITY ISOLATION REDUCES ENABLING
WIDER MARKET ACCESS VAN 6LIET ET AL  $RESSLER
Ç  4HE !UTHORS	 0UBLISHED BY )/0 0UBLISHING ,TD
%NVIRON 2ES ,ETT  	  / -ORTON ET AL
ET AL 	 BUT DRIVING CARBON LOSSES "ORAH ET AL
	 7HERE THE PRACTICE REMAINS FOOD INSECUR
ITY AND POPULATION GROWTH ARE DRIVING SHORTER CYCLE
LENGTHS  YEARS OR LESS	 AS SMALLHOLDERS DEMANDMORE
OUTPUT FROM A LIMITED LAND AREA 7HERE SUCH CONTRAC
TIONS OCCUR CARBON LOSSES ARE ALSO ASSURED "ORAH ET AL
	 AS THE STANDING SECONDARY FOREST GROWTH IN THE
ELDEST FALLOW PLOTS IS REPLACED WITH DEGRADED SCRUB
LAND CHARACTERISTIC OF SHORT CYCLES LIMITING BOTH BIO
MASS AND BIODIVERSITY RECOVERY "LANKESPOOR 
)TIOKA ET AL 	 3UCH CHANGES BOTH CURRENT AND
PREDICTED HIGHLIGHT THIS ANCIENT PRACTICE WILL LIKELY BE
REPLACED BEFORE THE CENTURIES END (EINIMANN ET AL
 $RESSLER ET AL 	 4HIS ALSO COMES AT THE COST
OF FORESTED AREA CARBON STOCKS CULTURAL PRACTICES
AND FOOD SECURITY FOR MARGINALISED POOR COMMUNIT
IES )F NOT RESEQUESTERED IN SECONDARY FALLOW GROWTH
THE PRACTICES YEARLY CLEARING ALONE WOULD ACCOUNT
FOR n OF ALL AGRICULTURAL #/ EMISSIONS
WORLDWIDE 3EILER AND #RUTZEN  3ILVA ET AL 
4UBIELLO ET AL 	
7ITH LIMITED FUNDING FOR GLOBAL CONSERVATION
EFFORTS -C#ARTHY ET AL  -CCARTHY ET AL 	 A
KEY QUESTION IS WHETHER CARBONBASED PAYMENT FOR
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 0%3	 SCHEMES CAN COSTEFFECTIVELY
ENABLE NOVEL RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
LEADING TO SUSTAINABLE CARBON ENHANCEMENTS WITHIN
SHIFTING AGRICULTURE WHILST ALSO MEETING THE NUTRI
TIONAL NEEDS OF LOCAL PEOPLE .OVEL 0%3 SCHEMES
SHOULD TARGET LOCATIONS WHERE A TRIFECTA OF POSITIVE
OUTCOMES FOR CARBON BIODIVERSITY AND SOCIETY EG
FOOD SECURITY AND POVERTY ALLEVIATION GIVEN THE POPU
LACE OF MOST TARGETED SYSTEMS COMPOSE MAINLY LOW
INCOME GROUPS OR SUBSISTENCE CULTIVATORS "ELLASSEN
AND'ITZ  'ILROY ET AL A 0OUDYAL ET AL 		
CAN BE ACHIEVED MAXIMISING CONSERVATION IMPACT
SELLER MOTIVATION AND LONGEVITY 3ALZMAN ET AL 	
7ITHIN SHIFTING CULTIVATION THERE IS POTENTIAL FOR THIS
TRIFECTA -UKUL ET AL A B	 5NDER CARBON
BASED 0%3 SCHEMES SUCH AS 2%$$+ 2EDUCING %MIS
SIONS FROM $EFORESTATION AND &OREST $EGRADATION	
APPROACHES COULD INCLUDE ABANDONING THE PRACTICE
ENTIRELY SPARING THE OLDEST SECONDARY GROWTH FROM
THE CULTIVATION CYCLE SUSTAINABLY INTENSIFYING THE
PRACTICE OR PREVENTING ITS EXPANSION INTO PRIMARY
FOREST
3TUDIES SUGGEST THAT THE PER HECTARE REVENUE
OF SHIFTING AGRICULTURE RANGES FROM 53n
 HA− YR− IN #AMEROON +OTTE3AME
ET AL  "ELLASSEN AND 'ITZ 	 AND
53 HA− YR− IN "ANGLADESH 2ASUL AND
4HAPA 	 (OWEVER PREVIOUS ECONOMIC STUD
IES HAVE NOT CONSIDERED THE VAST AREA OF FALLOW LAND
NEEDED TO SUPPORT EACH PLOT OF CULTIVATED LAND "EL
LASSEN AND 'ITZ 	 )N DOING SO THEY MAY HAVE
OVERESTIMATED THE PER HECTARE REVENUE OF THE PRAC
TICE ESPECIALLY IN THE CONTEXT OF 0%3 WHICH WOULD
BE APPLIED ACROSS THE WHOLE SYSTEM 4HERE IS THUS
AN URGENT NEED TO FULLY CONSIDER THE HETEROGENEOUS
MOSAIC OF LAND TYPES IN ACCURATELY ASSESSING ITS ECO
NOMIC RETURNS AND THUS POTENTIAL FOR COSTEFFECTIVE
0%3 SCHEMES7HILE THE 3TERN 2EVIEW AND SUBSEQUENT
STUDIES 3TERN  +INDERMANN ET AL 	 TRIGGERED
HOPE THAT CARBON PRICES AS LOW AS  T− #/ COULD
PREVENT SIGNIFICANT DEFORESTATION SUBSEQUENT ANA
LYSES HAVE FOUND THAT MANY TROPICAL LAND USES REMAIN
TOO PROFITABLE TO BE WIDELY IMPACTED BY SUCH PRICES
"UTLER ET AL  &ISHER ET AL A7ARREN4HOMAS
ET AL 	 "Y SHIFTING THE FOCUS TO MARGINALLY PROFIT
ABLE AND SUBSISTENCE LAND USES WHICH STILL COVER VAST
TRACTS OF LAND THERE REMAINS HOPE THAT LOW PRICES
MAY YET GAIN TRACTION AND YIELD LASTING IMPACT FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT AND CASHPOOR COMMUNITIES
(ERE WE INVESTIGATE THE POTENTIAL OF DIFFERENT
MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS TO OFFER COSTEFFECTIVE PROTEC
TION OR RECOVERY OF CARBON STOCKS WITHIN SHIFTING AGRI
CULTURE 5SING ECONOMIC DATA FROM THE .ORTHEASTERN
)NDIAN STATES WHERE SHIFTING AGRICULTURE IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR UP TO OF ANNUAL FOREST LOSS -URTHY ET AL 
0ARETA 	 WE ANALYSED THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF SIX
INTERVENTION SCENARIOS WITHIN EXISTING  AND  YEAR
CYCLES AND ATRISK PRIMARY FOREST 7E THEN SIMULATED
EACH SCENARIOS POTENTIAL CARBON ADDITIONALITY OVER THE
PROJECT LENGTH &INALLY USING THREE CARBON ACCREDITA
TIONMETHODOLOGIES WEMODELLED THE REQUIRED CARBON
BREAKEVEN PRICES UNDER EACH SCENARIO TO ASSESS ECO
NOMIC FEASIBILITY
 -ETHODS
 &OCAL AREA AND DATA
7E FOCUS ON .ORTHEAST )NDIA AN IDEAL POTENTIAL
SITE FOR 0%3 SCHEMES DUE TO THE SECURE LEGAL TEN
URE THAT IS BESTOWED UPON TRIBAL COMMUNITIES AND
ISOLATED SMALLHOLDERS PRACTISING SHIFTING CULTIVATION
UNDER THE 3CHEDULED 4RIBES AND /THER 4RADITIONAL
&OREST $WELLERS 2ECOGNITION OF &OREST 2IGHTS	 !CT
 "HULLAR  2AMNATH 	 ,AND TENURE
SECURITY IS CRUCIAL FOR SMALLHOLDERS TO ENGAGE WITH
0%3 SCHEMES AND DESPITE CONTROVERSY THE  !CT
HAS ALREADY BEEN USED TO FACILITATE A COMMUNITYS
INVOLVEMENT IN )NDIA FIRST 2%$$+ PROJECT 0OFFEN
BERGER 	 !GRICULTURAL AND ECONOMIC DATA WAS
DRAWN FROM ALL EIGHT STATES WITHIN THE REGION SUP
PLEMENTARY METHODS SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES  AND
 STACKSIOPORG%2,MMEDIA		 #AR
BON ACCUMULATION AND STOCK DATA WAS OBTAINED
FROM A PREVIOUS STUDY FOCUSING ON THREE DISTRICTS
WITHIN .AGALAND +IPHIRE 0HEK AND +OHIMA	 THAT
TYPIFY SHIFTING CULTIVATION LANDSCAPES ACROSS THE ENTIRE
REGION &ALLOW LENGTHS VARIED BETWEEN n YEARS IN
THE REGION WITH FAMILIES CULTIVATING AN AVERAGE AREA
OF  HA "ORAH * 2 PERSONAL OBSERVATION	 PLUS AN
UNCERTAIN AREA UNDER COMMUNAL FALLOW 3UCH OBSER
VATIONS WITHIN THE STUDY REGION ARE CONSISTENT WITH
WIDER TRENDS FOUND IN .ORTHEAST )NDIA -AITHANI
 ,UNGMUANA ET AL 	 !LL MODELLING AND

%NVIRON 2ES ,ETT  	  / -ORTON ET AL
&IGURE  !LTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT AND AVOIDED DEFORESTATION SCENARIOS IN SHIFTING CULTIVATION LANDSCAPES !	 )NTERVENTION IN
EXISTING  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES 3CENARIOS n REPRESENT THE RESTORATION    OF THE SHIFTING CULTIVATION
LANDSCAPE THROUGH FALLOW ABANDONMENT "	 )NTERVENTION IN  YEAR CYCLES SCENARIO  REPRESENTS THE RESTORATION OF  OF THE
SHIFTING CULTIVATION LANDSCAPE THROUGH FALLOW ABANDONMENT #	 0REVENTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW CULTIVATION CYCLES IN
PRIMARY FOREST SCENARIOS  AND  REPRESENT PREVENTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF  YEAR AND  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES RESPECTIVELY
#OLOURS INDICATE LAND USE CULTIVATED # RED	 ACTIVE FALLOWS n YEARS OLD SHADES OF BLUE	 PROTECTED REGENERATING FALLOWS LIGHT
GREEN	 AND PRIMARY FORESTS 02 DARK GREEN	 .UMBERS WITHIN CELLS DENOTE THE AGE OF THE SECONDARY GROWTH AT THE END OF THE
 YEAR PROJECT HORIZON
ANALYSES WERE CONDUCTED USING 2  2 #ORE 4EAM
	
 -ANAGEMENT SCENARIOS FOR MODELLING
4O MODEL PLAUSIBLE 0%3 SCHEMES WE CONSIDERED
THREE SHIFTING CULTIVATION LANDSCAPES !	 SCENARIO 
EXISTING  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES "	 SCENARIO 
EXISTING  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES AND #	 SCENARIO 
PRIMARY FOREST NEAR EXISTING SETTLEMENTS FIGURE 	
&OR EXISTING  YEAR CYCLES SCENARIOS  AND  REP
RESENT A CONTRACTION IN FALLOW LENGTH TO  AND  YEAR
CYCLES RESPECTIVELY THEREBY FACILITATING THE RESTORA
TION OF  AND  OF THE FALLOW AREA 4HIS
ASSUMES THAT FALLOW LENGTH CONTRACTION MINIMALLY
IMPACTS FOOD SECURITY WITH RECENT CONSENSUS FAVOUR
ING THAT ONCE FALLOW INCREASES BEYOND  YEARS YIELDS
ARE UNCHANGED WITH COMPLETE SOIL COHESION AND
NUTRIENT COMPOSITION RECOVERY 4OKY AND2AMAKRISH
NAN  -ERTZ  ,UNGMUANA ET AL 	 3CEN
ARIO  MODELS THE COMPLETE ABANDONMENT OF THE
PRACTICE IN FAVOUR OF RESTORATION 7ITHIN EXISTING
 YEAR CYCLES SCENARIO  CONSIDERS THE COMPLETE
ABANDONMENT OF  YEAR CYCLES 7HILE CYCLES  YEARS
DO EXIST IN SHIFTING AGRICULTURE IS PRACTICES IN MANY
REGIONS INCL .ORTHEAST )NDIA	 WITH STEEP TOPOGRAPHY
AND INTENSE WET SEASONS CAUSE SIGNIFICANT SOIL EROSION
AND NUTRIENT RUNOFF MAKING SUCH CYCLES UNSUSTAIN
ABLE WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT ANTHROPOGENIC INPUT 2ODER
ET AL  4AWNENGA ET AL  3HANKAR AND 4RIPATHI
	 4HE COMPLETE ABANDONMENT OF THE PRACTICE AT
A LANDSCAPE LEVEL IS NOT CULTURALLY PLAUSIBLE AND WOULD
LIKELY DECREASE LOCAL FOOD SECURITY AND NUTRITION
)N PRIMARY FOREST LANDSCAPES SCENARIOS  AND 
MODEL THE PREVENTION OF  AND  YEAR CYCLES BEING
ESTABLISHED FIGURE 	 4HIS PROTECTS AND OF
THE PRIMARY FOREST WITHIN EACH LANDSCAPE THAT WOULD
OTHERWISE BE CONVERTED !S GLOBAL TRENDS FAVOUR TRANS
ITIONS TO REDUCED FALLOW LENGTHS THE LOSS OF PRIMARY
FOREST TO  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES WAS NOT CONSIDERED
! SUPPLEMENTARY REANALYSIS WAS UNDERTAKEN AS A
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO FALLOW AREA SPARING THROUGH
CULTIVATION CYCLE CONTRACTION 7E MODELLED CROPPING

%NVIRON 2ES ,ETT  	  / -ORTON ET AL
&IGURE  !DDITIONAL COST OF INTERVENTION AND AVOIDED DEFORESTATION UNDER A RANGE OF POSSIBLE CARBON MARKET PRICES %CONOMIC
PARAMETERS AND CARBON ACCUMULATION MODELS WERE INDEPENDENTLY SAMPLED AND FITTED PER ITERATION 0OINTS SHOW   UNIQUE
MODEL RUNS 3OLID LINES SHOW A FITTED LINEAR MODEL AND THE DASHED LINE WHERE ZERO ADDITIONAL COSTS ARE INCURRED &OR AVOIDED
DEFORESTATION SCENARIOS  AND  XAXIS RANGE IS REDUCED TO 53n T− #/ FOR CLARITY 0ANEL SHADING REFLECTS THE
LANDSCAPE SCENARIOS ARE DERIVED FIGURE 	
FOR CONSECUTIVE YEARS TO SPARE INCREASING PROPOR
TIONS OF THE FALLOW AREA FOR RESTORATION 3UPPLEMENT
ARY SCENARIOS  AND  RESPECTIVELY INTRODUCED 
AND  YEAR CONSECUTIVE CROPPING SPARING  AND
 OF THE FALLOW AREA
 %CONOMIC MODELLING
4O CALCULATE BREAKEVEN CARBON PRICES THREE NOVEL
ECONOMIC MODELS OF THE NET PRESENT VALUE .06
OPPORTUNITY COST	 OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION WERE CRE
ATED FULL DETAILS OF EACH MODEL GIVEN IN SUPPLEMENT
ARY METHODS AND SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 	 6ARIABLES
INCLUDED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CROP YIELDS CROP
PRICES THE AREA UNDER CULTIVATION FALLOW GROWTH AREA
NONTIMBER FOREST PRODUCE VALUE .4&0	 AND LABOUR
AND FERTILISER COSTS !LL ECONOMIC PARAMETERS WERE
INFLATIONADJUSTED TO  53 5NIQUELY OUR ANA
LYSIS INCLUDES THE AREA OF FALLOW LAND NEEDED FOR EACH
HECTARE UNDER CULTIVATION AND THE MINIMAL REVENUE
THIS AREA GENERATES 4O SIMULATE UNCERTAINTY AND VARI
ATION NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS BETWEEN THE GREATEST AND
LEAST VALUES FOR ALL PARAMETERS WERE GENERATED SUPPLE
MENTARY METHODS AND SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 	 4HESE
VALUESWERE INDEPENDENTLY SAMPLED TO GENERATE  
ESTIMATES OF THE OPPORTUNITY COST FOR EACH MANAGE
MENT SCENARIO
 3IMULATING CARBON ACCUMULATION AND
BREAKEVEN PRICE CALCULATION
#ARBON ACCUMULATION OVER THE  YEAR PROJECT LENGTH
WAS PREDICTED USING A LINEAR MIXEDEFFECTS MODEL
EXAMINING THE EFFECT OF SECONDARY FOREST AGE ON
CARBON STORAGE NESTING SAMPLE SQUARES WITHIN SAMPLE
LANDSCAPES AS A RANDOMEFFECT SEE "ORAH ET AL  FOR
FULL DETAILS	 &OR EACH SCENARIO CARBON ACCUMULATION
WAS MODELLED FOR EACH GRID SQUARE OVER THE FULL
PROJECTED  YEAR PROJECT LENGTH FOR   ITERA
TIONS 4HROUGH SAMPLINGWITH REPLACEMENT NEWDATA
SETS WERE CREATED FOR EACH ITERATION AND THE MODEL
REFITTED TO MIMIC VARIATION IN CARBON SEQUESTRATION
RATES SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS AND FIGURE 3	 &UR
THER DETAILS ON BASELINE CARBON SCENARIO CREATION AND
ADDITIONALITY CALCULATIONS CAN BE FOUND IN THE SUPPLE
MENTARY METHODS
"REAKEVEN CARBON PRICES 53 T− #/	 UNDER
WHICH IMPLEMENTING 0%3 SCHEMES ARE COSTEFFECTIVE
WERE CALCULATED TO OFFSET BOTH THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF
CHANGES TO THE SHIFTING CULTIVATION AND THE TOTAL PRE
DICTED COSTS OF PROJECT MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	 -ONITORING COSTS WERE
EXTRACTED FROM EXISTING COMMUNITYBASED MONITOR
ING SCHEMES #RANFORD AND-OURATO  -URTINHO
AND (AYES 	 4HREE ACCOUNTING METHODS WERE
USED TO CALCULATE BREAKEVEN PRICE &OR RESTORATION
BASED SCENARIOS n AND 	 ESTIMATIONS USED
LONGTERM CERTIFIED EMISSIONS REDUCTION SCHEMES
L#%2S	 AND TEMPORARY CERTIFIED EMISSIONS REDUCTION
SCHEMES T#%2S	 &OR AVOIDED DEFORESTATION SCENARIOS
 AND  A MODIFIED AVOIDED DEFORESTATION !$	
APPROACH BASED ON THE CARBON LOSS POSSIBLE WITHOUT
INTERVENTION WAS USED SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	
 3ENSITIVITY ANALYSES
4HE BREAKEVEN PRICES NEEDED ARE LIKELY TO BE
GREATER THAN THOSE MODELLED WHEN SIMPLY ASSUM
ING COSTS TO EQUAL THE OPPORTUNITY MONITORING

%NVIRON 2ES ,ETT  	  / -ORTON ET AL
&IGURE  9EARLY OPPORTUNITY COST OF MANAGED RESTORATION AND AVOIDED DEFORESTATION UNDER EACH SCENARIO /PPORTUNITY COSTS
CALCULATED AS PER METHODS DESCRIBED IN THE SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 0ANEL SHADING REFLECTS THE LANDSCAPE SCENARIOS ARE DERIVED
FROM FIGURE 	 "OX PLOTS REPRESENT THE RESULTS OF   UNIQUE SIMULATIONS PER SCENARIO SAMPLED ACROSS ALL ECONOMIC
PARAMETERS #OMPONENTS OF THE BOXPLOT INCLUDE MIDLINE MEDIAN BOX EDGES UPPER AND LOWER QUARTILE WHISKERS INTERQUARTILE
RANGE AND POINTS OUTLIERS
AND IMPLEMENTATION COSTS FIGURE 	 ,EAKAGE HAS
A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON PROJECTED COSTS &ISHER
ET AL B 'ILROY ET AL A *ACK AND #ARDONA
3ANTOS 	 BUT IS OFTEN NOT INCORPORATED IN STUD
IES 3IMILARLY QUANTIFYING AN EXACT DISCOUNT RATE
FOR LAND USES DISCONNECTED FROM WIDER FISCAL INTER
ACTIONS REMAINS UNFEASIBLE #OLLER AND 7ILLIAMS
 (ALICIOGLU AND +ARATAS 	 ! PRECAUTION
ARY REANALYSIS DOUBLED ALL OPPORTUNITY COST VAL
UES AND ALLOWED THE DISCOUNT TO VARY OVER A LAR
GER RANGE n	 3IMILARLY AN ELASTICITYBASED
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS %LASTICITY INDEX ^ 5n		 DIS
CERNED THE IMPACT OF POSSIBLE FUTURE CHANGES IN YIELD
PRICE AND ADDITIONAL COSTS WHILST ALLOWING DISCOUNT
RATE TO VARY BETWEEN  AND  SUPPLEMENTARY
METHODS	 &INALLY COSTEFFECTIVENESS WAS ASCERTAINED
THROUGH A COMPARISON OF THE BREAKEVEN PRICES
INCORPORATING LEAKAGE AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY
AND THE ADDITIONAL CARBON STOCKS ACCUMULATED BY
EACH SCENARIO
 2ESULTS
 /PPORTUNITY COST OF CONSERVATION
)NTERVENTIONS IN  YEAR CYCLES HAD LOW OPPORTUN
ITY COSTS FIGURE 	 7HERE  OF THE FALLOW WAS
RESTORED SCENARIO 	 MEAN COSTS WERE 53
PER  HA )N SCENARIO  WHERE  OF THE FAL
LOW WAS RESTORED COSTS INCREASED RELATIVE TO SCENARIO
 BY  WHILE IN SCENARIO  WHERE CULTIVA
TION WAS ABANDONED COMPLETELY MEAN OPPORTUNITY
COST WAS 53 PER  HA A  INCREASE FROM
SCENARIO  !BANDONING  YEAR CYCLES SCENARIO 	
HAD THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY COST OF 53 PER
 HA FURTHER EMPHASIZING THE AREA UNDER CULTIVATION
AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF SMALLHOLDER REVENUE -EAN
OPPORTUNITY COSTS OF PREVENTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
NEW CYCLES IN PRIMARY FOREST SCENARIOS  AND 	
WERE 53 PER  HA FOR  YEAR AND 53
PER  HA FOR  YEAR CYCLES
 2EQUIRED CARBON BREAKEVEN PRICES FOR VIABLE
CONSERVATION
"REAKEVEN PRICES WERE LOW ACROSS ALL SCENARIOS BUT
SUBJECT TO CONSIDERABLE VARIATION FIGURE 	 )N EXIST
ING  YEAR CYCLES INCREASING THE AREA RESTORED 
 AND 	 INCREASED THE REQUIRED BREAK
EVEN PRICE 7HERE  OF THE FALLOW LAND IS RESTORED
SCENARIO 	 MEAN PRICE UNDER AN L#%2 SCHEME WAS
53 T− #/ T#%2 MEAN PRICES 53 T−
#/	 )NCREASING THE RESTORED AREA TO  SCEN
ARIO 	 INCREASED THE MEAN PRICE TO 53 T−
#/ UNDER L#%2 T#%2 MEAN PRICES 53 T−
#/	 AND TO  IE COMPLETE ABANDONMENT OF
CULTIVATION SCENARIO 	 TO A MEAN BREAKEVEN PRICE

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OF 53 T− #/ UNDER L#%2 T#%2 MEAN PRICES
53 T− #/	
!BANDONMENT FROM  YEAR CYCLES VASTLY INCREASED
BREAKEVEN PRICES TO ALMOST FOLD THAT OF ABANDON
ING  YEAR CYCLES FIGURE 	 WITH MEAN PRICES UNDER
AN L#%2 OF 53 T− #/ T#%2 MEAN PRICES
53 T− #/	 4HE LARGE UNCERTAINTY IN BREAK
EVEN PRICES FOR ABANDONING  YEAR CYCLES CAN BE ATTRIB
UTED TO THE MULTIPLE AREAS UNDER CULTIVATION AND THE
HIGH PRIMARY YIELD VARIATION POSSIBLE IN THE FOCAL
REGION SUPPORTED BY THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS
HIGHLIGHTING THE IMPACT OF VARIATION IN TOTAL YIELD ON
THE FINAL BREAKEVEN PRICE SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	
"REAKEVEN PRICES DECREASED AS THE AREA OF PRIMARY
FOREST PROTECTED FROM CONVERSION INCREASED 0RE
VENTING ESTABLISHMENT OF  AND  YEAR CYCLES IN
PRIMARY FOREST SCENARIOS  AND  RESPECTIVELY	
HAD MEAN BREAKEVEN PRICES OF 53 T− #/
AND 53 T− #/ UNDER AN AVOIDED DEFORESTATION
METHODOLOGY
 3ENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
)N EXISTING  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES BREAKEVEN
PRICES INCORPORATING LEAKAGE AND UNCERTAINTY IN
DISCOUNT RATES FOR SCENARIOS   AND 
UNDER AN L#%2 WERE 53 ±  T− #/
53 ±  T− #/ AND 53 ±  T−
#/ RESPECTIVELY FIGURE 	 4HESE FINAL PRICES ARE
RESPECTIVELY   AND  HIGHER THAN
SCENARIOS n ABOVE FIGURE 	 3IMILARLY UNDER A
T#%2 SCHEME PRICES WERE 53 ±  T− #/
53 ±  T− #/ AND 53 ±  T−
#/ RESPECTIVELY FIGURE 	
!KIN TO THE INITIAL BREAKEVEN PRICE RESULTS
ABANDONING  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES HAS THE GREATEST
COST UNDER AN L#%2 SCHEME 53 ±  T−
#/ T#%2 SCHEME PRICE 53 ±  T−
#/	 WHEN ACCOUNTING FOR LEAKAGE AND DISCOUNT RATE
VARIATION 0REVENTING THE DEFORESTATION OF PRIMARY
FOREST TO ESTABLISH NEW CULTIVATION CYCLES ALSO REMAINS
A HIGHLY FEASIBLE PROPOSITION WHEN SIMULATED UNDER
VARIABLE FUTURE CONDITIONS 4HE MEAN CARBON BREAK
EVEN PRICES WERE 53 ±  T− #/ AND
53±  T− #/ UNDER SCENARIOS  AND 
RESPECTIVELY IE REFLECTING THE AVOIDED ESTABLISHMENT
OF  AND  YEAR CULTIVATION CYCLES	
 #OSTEFFECTIVENESS OF 0%3
!DDITIONAL CARBON STOCKS WERE GREATEST WHEN  YEAR
SYSTEMS WERE ABANDONED SCENARIO 	 OR  OF
THE FALLOW AREA WAS RESTORED AND REMOVED FROM THE
CYCLE SCENARIO 	 FIGURE 	 4OTAL LANDSCAPE CAR
BON STOCKS UNDER THESE SCENARIOS REACHED  AND
 OF THOSE FOUND IN PRIMARY FOREST RESPECT
IVELY SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	 2EALISTIC BREAKEVEN
PRICES UNDER THESE SCENARIOS WERE LOW 53 T−
#/	 HIGHLIGHTING THEM AS OPTIMAL COSTEFFECTIVE
INTERVENTIONS 2ESTORING  OF THE FALLOW AREA IN
 YEAR FALLOW SYSTEMS SCENARIO 	 RESULTED IN THE
SECOND LOWEST ADDITIONAL CARBON STOCKS BUT A BREAK
EVEN PRICE OF LESS THAN 53 T− #/ FIGURE 	
(OWEVER TOTAL LANDSCAPE CARBON STOCKS UNDER SCEN
ARIO  DO REACHED  OF THAT FOUND IN PRIMARY
FOREST SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	 !BANDONING  YEAR
CULTIVATION CYCLES SCENARIO 	 ACCUMULATED SIGNIFIC
ANT ADDITIONAL CARBON BUT AT THE HIGHEST COST OF ALL
SCENARIOS RENDERING IT ECONOMICALLY UNFEASIBLE ONCE
LEAKAGE AND UNCERTAINTY ARE ACCOUNTED FOR FIGURE 	
!VOIDED DEFORESTATION SCENARIOS  AND 	
ACCUMULATED THE LOW ADDITIONAL CARBON STOCKS
FIGURE 	 BUT PRESERVED THE GREATEST CARBON PER HEC
TARE 0REVENTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LONGER  YEAR
CULTIVATION CYCLES SCENARIO 	 PROTECTED A GREATER
AREA OF PRIMARY FOREST AND YIELDED LOW REQUIRED BREAK
EVEN PRICES WHEN COMPARED TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
SHORTER  YEAR CYCLES $ESPITE THE LOW ADDITIONALITY IN
CARBON STOCKING THE LOW COST OF INTERVENTION TO PRO
TECT PRISTINE PRIMARY HABITATS IS HIGHLY ECONOMICALLY
VIABLE
 $ISCUSSION
3HIFTING AGRICULTURE IS A DOMINANT LANDUSE IN MANY
MARGINAL AREAS OF THE TROPICS /UR RESULTS HIGHLIGHT
THAT PREVIOUS STUDIES HAVE OVERESTIMATED REVENUES
FROM SHIFTING CULTIVATION #ARBONBASED 0%3 SCHEMES
ARE HIGHLY COSTEFFECTIVE IN LONGFALLOW SYSTEMS AND
PRIMARY FOREST LANDSCAPES !FTER ACCOUNTING FOR LEAK
AGE AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY SHIFTING CULTIVATION
REMAINS AN EXCELLENT PROSPECT FOR LOWCOST CONSERVA
TION
 %CONOMICS OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION AND 0%3
7E FOUND VERY LOW ECONOMIC RETURNS FROM SHIFT
ING CULTIVATION 53 PER  HECTARES PER YEAR
IN A  YEAR FALLOW SYSTEM	 FAR LOWER THAN PREVI
OUS ESTIMATES OF 53n PER SINGLE HEC
TARE IN "ANGLADESH !RIFIN AND (UDOYO  2ASUL
AND 4HAPA 	 AND #AMEROON "ELLASSEN AND 'ITZ
	 )N ONLY CONSIDERING A SINGLE CULTIVATED HEC
TARE THESE STUDIES OVERLOOKED THE FAR LARGER MOSAIC OF
FALLOWED REFORESTING LAND FROM WHICH PEOPLE OBTAIN
.4&0S 7E VALUED THESE .4&0S BUT THEIR REVEN
UES ARE LOW 53n HA− 'UNDIMEDA ET AL
	 RELATIVE TO A HECTARE OF CULTIVATION !DDITION
ALLY WE SIMULATED ECONOMIC RETURNS FROM FOUR SEC
ONDARY CASH CROPS EG CHILLI #APSICUM ANNUM AND
GINGER :INGIBER OFFICINALE	 THAT ARE HIGHER VALUED AND
CULTIVATED OVER A SMALL AREA COMPARED TO THE LOW
PROFIT STAPLE CROP 0REVIOUS WORK FOCUSED SOLELY ON
STAPLE CROPS EG RICE AND CASSAVA	 AND THE COMPARAT
IVELY SMALL AREA OF CULTIVATED LAND !RIFIN AND(UDOYO
 "ELLASSEN AND 'ITZ 	
#ARBONBASED INTERVENTION IN SHIFTING AGRICULTURE
LANDSCAPES WAS ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE ALTHOUGH CON
SIDERING LEAKAGE AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY GREATLY
INCREASED BREAKEVEN PRICES HIGHLIGHTING THE NEED
FOR THESE ADDITIONAL ANALYSES TO AVOID EXAGGERATING

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&IGURE  #OSTEFFECTIVENESS OF SCENARIOS !DDITIONAL CARBON STOCKS CALCULATED FROM THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "!5 BASELINES AND
MODELLED SCENARIO STOCKS OVER THE  YEAR PROJECT LENGTH "REAKEVEN PRICES INCORPORATE LEAKAGE MITIGATION COSTS DOUBLING OF
SCENARIO OPPORTUNITY COST	 AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY DISCOUNT RATE ^ 5n		 6ERTICAL ERROR BARS DENOTE THE 3$ IN
BREAKEVEN PRICE AND HORIZONTAL ERROR BARS THE 3$ IN ADDITIONAL CARBON FROM   SIMULATION RUNS 'REEN SHADED AREA DENOTES
THOSE WITH THE LOWEST MODELLED BREAKEVEN PRICE AND MAXIMUM CARBON ADDITIONALITY "LACK DASHED AND DOTTED LINES REPRESENT %5
%43 MODELLED PRICES OF 53 T− #/ AND 53 T− #/ IN  AND  )%4! 	 4HE RED LONG DASH HORIZONTAL
LINE REPRESENTS THE MEAN PRICE OF 53 T− #/ CREDITS SOLD ON THE VOLUNTARY OFFSETS MARKET IN 
&IGURE  3IMULATED BREAKEVEN PRICES UNDER ALL ACCOUNTING METHODOLOGIES INCORPORATING LEAKAGE AND DISCOUNT UNCERTAINTY
%CONOMIC PARAMETERS AND CARBON ACCUMULATION MODELS WERE INDEPENDENTLY SAMPLED AND FITTED PER ITERATION "REAKEVEN PRICE
CALCULATIONS WERE ADJUSTED TO INCLUDE A DOUBLING OF THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF SHIFTING CULTIVATION PER SCENARIO AND THE DISCOUNT RATE
ALLOWED TO VARY UNIFORMLY BETWEEN  AND  "REAKEVEN PRICES WERE FITTED TO A LOG SCALE FOR CLARITY 3HADES OF GREY DENOTE
THE MANAGEMENT 0ATHWAY FIGURE 	 AND COLOURED BORDERS THE ACCOUNTING METHOD USED FOR EACH 0ATHWAY #OMPONENTS OF THE
BOXPLOT INCLUDE MIDLINE MEDIAN BOX EDGES UPPER AND LOWER QUARTILE WHISKERS INTERQUARTILE RANGE AND POINTS OUTLIERS
THE POTENTIAL OF SCHEMES #OMPLETE ABANDONMENT OF
 YEAR CYCLES HAD THE GREATEST CARBON ADDITIONALITY
AND LOW BREAKEVEN CARBON PRICES THAT WERE COMPAR
ABLE WITH OTHER LOWRETURN PRACTICES SUCH AS CATTLE
RANCHING 'ILROY ET AL A	 7HILE ABANDONING
 YEAR CYCLES IS ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE AND FAR MORE
SO THAN ABANDONING  YEAR CYCLES	 IT MAY PROVE CUL
TURALLY UNACCEPTABLE %VEN IN SOCIETIES WHERE SHIFTING

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CULTIVATION IS NO LONGER THE SOLE ECONOMIC OR NUTRI
TIONAL MAINSTAY IT IS MAINTAINED TO CONTINUE ANCESTRAL
AND CULTURAL RITUALS %LLEN AND "ERSTEIN  $RESSLER
ET AL 	
0RESERVING THE PRACTICE WITH A REDUCED FALLOW
LENGTH FACILITATES CONSIDERABLE ABOVEGROUND BIOMASS
RECOVERY AND BIODIVERSITY COBENEFITS AT LOW COST
0AWAR ET AL 	 )N ADDITION TO RESTORATION THROUGH
FALLOW LENGTH CONSTRICTION A REANALYSIS INCORPORATING
CROPPING FOR CONSECUTIVE YEARS WITH FERTILISER SUPPLE
MENTATION REVEALED SPARING   YEAR CROPPING	
AND   YEAR CROPPING	 OF THE FALLOW LAND YIEL
DED COMPARABLE PRICES OF 53 ±  T− #/
AND 53±  T− #/ UNDER AN L#%2 SCHEME
RESPECTIVELY T#%2 MEAN PRICES 53 ±  T−
#/ AND 53 ±  T− #/ RESPECTIVELY SEE
SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS	 #ONSTRICTING SHIFTING AGRI
CULTURE TO A REDUCED AREA MAY TRIGGER FOOD INSEC
URITY 2AMAKRISHNAN AND 4OKY  4OKY AND
2AMAKRISHNAN  	 BUT RECENT WORK SUGGESTS
THAT SOIL AND YIELDS RECOVER WITHIN  YEARS OF ABANDON
MENT ,UNGMUANA ET AL 	 SEE ALSO -ERTZ 	
#ONSTRICTION OF FALLOW LENGTH AND CONSECUTIVE YEAR
CROPPING ARE FORMS OF LAND SPARING ALLOWING FOREST
RECOVERY IN SPARED AREAS ,AND SPARING IS THE OPTIMAL
STRATEGY FOR LANDSCAPELEVEL CARBON STOCKING 'ILROY
ET AL B 7ILLIAMS ET AL 	 AND BIODIVERSITY PRE
SERVATION 0HALAN ET AL  ,USKIN ET AL  #AN
NON ET AL 	 !DDITIONALLY THERE REMAINS CONSIDER
ABLE SCOPE FOR YIELD OPTIMIZATION WITHIN THE SYSTEM
%QUITABLE YIELDS IN SHORTFALLOW SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN
ACHIEVED THROUGH PLOUGHING ANDMULCHING BURNT BIO
MASS INTO THE SOIL +ILAWE ET AL 	 3IMILAR LOW
COST TECHNIQUES HAVE ALREADY BEEN IMPLEMENTED SUC
CESSFULLY IN LOCALISED COMMUNITIES IN .ORTHEAST )NDIA
3HIMRAH ET AL  .ATH ET AL 	
4HE PRESERVATION OF PRIMARY FORESTS IN 3OUTH
EAST !SIA REMAINS A CONSERVATION PRIORITY 3ODHI ET AL
	 4HE LOW EXPECTED REVENUE OF NEW CULTIVATION
CYCLES IN COMBINATION WITH THE HIGH CARBON STOCKS
6ASHUM ET AL  "ORAH ET AL  3ALUNKHE ET AL
	 SUGGEST A HIGHLY COSTEFFECTIVE ROUTE TO PREVENT
CYCLE ESTABLISHMENT IN PRIMARY FORESTS 4HESE COSTS
ARE APPROXIMATELY  TO FOLD LOWER THAN THOSE
REQUIRED TO MATCH THE OPPORTUNITY COSTS OF PREVENT
ING ESTABLISHMENT OF OIL PALM OR RUBBER IN THE REGION
&ISHER ET AL A 7ARREN4HOMAS ET AL 	
4HE DIVERSITY OF ECONOMICALLY VIABLE APPROACHES
ALLOWS NUMEROUS SCENARIOS TO BE IMPLEMENTED
ADDRESSING SEVERAL ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC
ISSUES SIMULTANEOUSLY %LOY ET AL 	 4HE OLD
EST CULTIVATION CYCLES FURTHEST FROM VILLAGE CENTRES
/+ELLY AND "RYAN 	 COULD BE ABANDONED #UL
TIVATION CLOSEST TO COMMUNITY CENTRES COULD BE MAIN
TAINED POTENTIALLY VIA INPUTS ENSURING FOOD SECURITY
(ERE THE OLDEST FALLOW PLOTS COULD BE SPARED CLEAR
ING THROUGH FALLOW LENGTH CONSTRICTION OR CROPPING
FOR CONSECUTIVE YEARS 4HIS REPRESENTS NO LOSS OF LAND
UNDER CULTIVATION AND RESTORATION OF UP TO  OF
THE FALLOW AREA 7HERE CARBONPAYMENTS ARE DELAYED
THERE IS SIGNIFICANT RISK OF LEAKAGE THROUGH CLEARING
PRIMARY FOREST TO ESTABLISH NEW PLOTS &U ET AL 
&!/ 	 !VOIDED DEFORESTATION SCENARIOS COULD BE
IMPLEMENTED AROUND COMMUNITIES INCORPORATING AT
RISK FORESTS AND INTERNALISING LEAKAGE POTENTIAL WITHIN
THE SCHEME ITSELF
"Y MAINTAINING A COMPARABLE NUMBER OF CUL
TIVATED PLOTS AND PARTAKING IN A 0%3 SCHEME AS A
COMMUNITY SMALLHOLDERS CAN DIVERSIFY THEIR INCOME
STREAMS AND MAINTAIN CULTURAL PRACTICES &URTHER
MORE AS THE RISK OF DROUGHTINDUCED YIELD LOSSES
INCREASES WITH CLIMATE CHANGE $AS ET AL 
'OSLING ET AL 	 THIS ADDITIONAL INCOME CAN BE
USED TO BUFFER SMALLHOLDERS FOOD SECURITY IN A WAY NOT
POSSIBLE IN SOLELY SUBSISTENCE LIVELIHOOD SYSTEMS 4HIS
ALSO PROVIDES A TRANSITION PERIOD IN WHICH ALTERNATIVE
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE BEEN TRIALLED WITH SOME
SUCCESS IN REGION SUCH AS AGROFORESTRY OR FRUIT ORCH
ARDS COULD BE IMPLEMENTED 3INGH ET AL 	
4HIS STUDY HAS THREE KEY CAVEATS &IRSTLY WHILE
THE OPPORTUNITY COST MODELS ACCOUNT FOR FIVE INTER
CROPPED SPECIES A SINGLE COMMUNITY IN THE %AST
ERN (IMALAYAS CULTIVATED  STAPLE AND CASH CROP
SPECIES 9UMNAM ET AL 	 3UCH DIVERSITY CANNOT
BE MODELLED WITH THE LIMITED DATA CURRENTLY AVAIL
ABLE (OWEVER BY INCLUDINGMULTIPLE CROP SPECIES OUR
STUDY REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT ENHANCEMENT FROM PRE
VIOUS ANALYSES 2ASUL AND 4HAPA  2AHMAN ET AL
 "ELLASSEN AND 'ITZ 	 3ECONDLY ALTHOUGH
IMPLEMENTING NUMEROUS SCENARIOS SIMULTANEOUSLY
MINIMISES ANY LOSS OF CULTIVATED PLOTS THIS ANALYSIS
ASSUMES COMPLETE MARKETS WHERE YIELDS LOST THROUGH
SCHEME INTERVENTION DESTINED FOR SMALLHOLDER CON
SUMPTION CAN BE BOUGHT FROM A FUNCTIONING MAR
KET SYSTEM 4HIS MAY LIMIT APPLICABILITY TO SETTLEMENTS
WITH POOR INFRASTRUCTURAL ACCESS TO FUNCTIONING MAR
KETS 4HIRDLY FOREST REGENERATION RATES ARE LIKELY TO BE
AFFECTED BY FUTURE CLIMATIC CHANGES WITH )NDIA PROJEC
TED TO SEE INCREASES IN BOTH TEMPERATURE AND PRECIP
ITATION 'OSLING ET AL 	 4HE INTEGRATED IMPACTS
OF THIS ON THE REGENERATION OF MOIST SUBTROPICAL
ANDMONTANE LANDSCAPES PREVALENT IN .ORTHEAST )NDIA
AND IN TURN ON CARBON PRICING IS UNCERTAIN ALTHOUGH
WARMER AND WETTER CONDITIONS COULD IMPROVE THE RATE
OF FOREST RECOVERY AND TOTAL CARBON STOCKING FURTHER
REDUCING BREAKEVEN CARBON PRICES 0OORTER ET AL 
 &ENG ET AL 	
 /PERATIONALISING 0%3 IN SHIFTING AGRICULTURE
4HE AVERAGE PRICE OF CREDITS SOLD ON THE VOL
UNTARY MARKET IN  WAS 53 T− #/
(AMRICK AND 'ALLANT 	 AND PRICES RANGED
BETWEEN 53n T− #/ CREATING A COM
PETITIVE MARKET FOR SELLERS .EWELL ET AL 	 &OR
INSTANCE AT 53 T− #/ *INDAL 	 CREDITS
FROM A 2%$$+ PILOT SCHEME IN -OZAMBIQUE WERE
ALL SOLD SUCCESSFULLY ON THE VOLUNTARY MARKET $IRECT
RESTORATION OF THE OLDEST FALLOW PLOTS OR RESTORATION BY

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CULTIVATING THE SAME PLOT FOR CONSECUTIVE YEARS IS THUS
ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE WHILE AVOIDED DEFORESTATION IS
HIGHLY VIABLE WITH MODELLED PRICES LESS THAN HALF OF
THE MARKET AVERAGE
)MPLEMENTATION MUST CONSIDER THE POTENTIAL FOR
NEGATIVE COMMUNITY RESPONSES REDUCED EMPLOY
MENT OPPORTUNITIES AND FOOD INSECURITY DERIVED FROM
INCOMPLETE MARKETS 4HE %AST +HASI (ILLS 2%$$+
PROJECT THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN .ORTHEAST )NDIA +ATILA
ET AL  6IJGE 	 UPSKILLS COMMUNITIES AND
EMPLOYS MEMBERS TO MONITOR FORESTS AND COMPLETE
CARBON ASSESSMENTS 0OFFENBERGER 	 2EPLICATING
THIS WOULD MAXIMISE PARTICIPATION AND COMPLIANCE
WITH NOVEL INTERVENTION STRATEGIES .ORTHEAST )NDIA
REMAINS AN EXCELLENT LOCATION FOR THE FURTHER DEVEL
OPMENT OF 0%3 SCHEMES 4HE RECENT INCLUSION OF
FOREST AREA INTO )NDIAS TAX REVENUE DISTRIBUTION FOR
MULA ENTAILS THAT 3TATES RECEIVE FISCAL RETURNS OF UP
TO 53 HA− YR− FOR FORESTED LAND "USCH AND
-UKHERJEE 	 #OUPLED WITH CARBONBASED 0%3
SCHEMES FOREST RESTORATION IS BENEFICIAL AT INDIVIDUAL
AND STATE LEVELS &URTHERMORE THE FORMAL RECOGNI
TION OF SMALLHOLDER TENURE IN )NDIA "HULLAR 	
REDUCES THE POTENTIAL FOR LAND TENURE CONFLICT ALLOW
ING SMALLHOLDERS THE AUTONOMY TO MANAGE THEIR LAND
INDEPENDENTLY
&UTURE PROJECTS WITHIN THE REGION SHOULD LEARN
FROM THE %AST +HASI (ILLS 2%$$+ PROJECT PAYING
PARTICULAR REGARD TO THE CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO EXIST
ING COMMUNITY HIERARCHIES AND HOW QUICKLY SMALL
HOLDERS WERE UPSKILLED TO COMPLETE THE CARBON VALIDA
TION AND CERTIFICATION PROCESS AS AN ALTERNATIVE INCOME
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